
4.18 - Los Angeles: Book soup / 
The Viper room 

4.19 - San Francisco: thee parkside 

4.21 - Eugene: luckeys club 

4.22 - Portland: turn! Turn! Turn!  

4.23 - Seattle: underbelly  

4.25 - bend: silver moon brewing 

4.26 - Sacramento: torch club 

5.2 - New Orleans: garden district       

book shop  

5.3 - New Orleans: bar redux 

5.6 - New York: the bitter end  

5.7 - Brooklyn: c’mon everybody  

5.8 - Boston: city winery 

“Come for the books, stay for the bands!” 
The national tour featuring readings and ‘90s  chats with 

jessamyn violet + performances by movie club + more

 When it comes to nostalgia, nothing’s rating higher than the 1990s right now. The Reading Rocking 
Rainbow Tour is a culmination of years of hard work and hustle, kicking delightfully into action at the best 
time possible and probably coming to a city near you. This event features readings, pop quizzes, games 
like “Were You a 90s Rockstar?” - with live music by Movie Club, special guests, and more. Bringing books 
and bands together in one epic occasion has been a lifelong dream of Movie Club’s drummer Jessamyn 
Violet. Her debut punk rock novel set in the 90s, Secret Rules to Being a Rockstar, comes out April 18th 
through Three Rooms Press. To celebrate, the band has booked twelve iconic venues in cities across the 
country at which they will host a mixed media performance of book readings, interactive games, 
conversations with outstanding authors and rocking out. To kick off each night, Jessamyn will dive into a 
reading from the book from behind the drum kit. In the manner of a late night TV show host, she will bring 
up an in-conversation partner, sometimes drawing people from the audience to participate in fun quizzes 
and chats about the totally weird, fun and messed-up ‘90s. When the book discussion portion is over, 
Movie Club will lay down a set featuring instrumentalists along with local bands in some cities. Jessamyn 
and supporting authors will also be doing book signings. Each event will be a little different and tailored to 
the location. This is a one-of-a-kind show aimed at pumping fresh energy into the reading and live indie 
music scenes. 
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